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Let B be the exterior of a bounded domain in 5X”’ (N>2). For a possibly non- 
linear elliptic operator A in divergence form and a differentialbe function p: W + [w 
with p(0) =O, p’(t) 20 Vt E Iw we discuss the solvability of the boundary value 
problem 
Au+p(u)=f-; ;. in52,u=OondQ 
r=l ’ 
under various restrictive conditions on p(.) which, however, would still allow more 
or less liberal exponential growths. The right-hand side of the equation belongs to 
some subspaces of the dual of w&‘(a). 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTJc~DUCTION 
Let D be a bounded domain in RN (N 3 2) and Q = RN - D. We assume 
that the boundary 8Q of Q is smooth. Let p: R --t IR be a differentiable 
function. We discuss the solvability of the boundary value problem 
(abbreviated to BVP in the sequel): 
Au+p(u)=f-DDif, in Sz (1) 
u=o on ai2 (2) 
where the A is an elliptic differential operator in divergence form, possibly 
nonlinear. In Theorem I below we prove that if A is of the form 
and 
A = -Dj[aq(x) D,u], Q(.) EL”(Q) (i, j = l,..., N), 
p’(t) 2 A> 0 VtER, 
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then the BVP (l), (2) has a unique solution in I@“(Q) in some weak Sense 
for any f E L2(sZ) n L;,,(Q) with r > N/2 and fi E L2(Q) n L;,,(Q) with s > N 
(i = l,..., N). We wish to point out that if p(e) satisfies an additional restric- 
tive condition that essentially excludes functions with exponential growth 
then it has been proved in [l, Theorem 3.11, that with A = -A, the BVP 
(l), (2) is solvable in a somewhat weaker sense for any f, f;E L2(52) 
(i= l,..., N). Furthermore, using the method of lower and upper solutions 
[S, 61 we have proved in [6, Theorem 51 the special case of Theorem I 
when f 1 = * * . = fN = 0. As usual with the method of lower and upper 
solutions, we also have some extra information about the “size” of the 
solution obtained by that method. Mowever, we were unable to construct a 
lower solution 4 and an upper solution $ with 4 < $ of the BVP (l), (2) if 
the terms h (i = l,..., N) are present on the right-hand side of (1). 
Perhaps it is appropriate to mention that besides the connection 
described above, the work presented in this paper makes use of no results 
from [S, 61. 
In Theorem II whose proof is considerably more complicated than that 
of Theorem I we admit nonlinear operators A which are essentially of 
Leray-Lions type. To establish solvability for these operators we have to 
put further restrictions on the function &, namely J;:E L4(sZ) (i= l,..., N) 
and on’ the behavior of p(.) which still allows some exponential growths. As 
additional compensation, the BVP (1 ), (2) is then solvable in a stronger 
sense than in Theorem 1. Some variations of Theorem II are given in 
Theorems III and IV. 
In proving these theorems, apart from the difficulties normally associated 
with an unbounded domain, a major obstacle arises from the possibly 
unlimited growth of the function p(.). We shall make essential use of a 
result we prove earlier [4] on the existence of bounded solutions of 
stronlgly nonlinear elliptic equations on bounded domains as well as 
interior L” estimates [IS, Chap. 3, Sect. 131. In the case of Theorem II we 
also employ Browder’s result [3] on the pseudo-monoticity of operators of 
Leray-Lions type defined on unbounded domains. 
Theorem V concerns the situation when we only have p’(t) >, 0 Ylt E W: it 
is then proved that the BVP has a solution in some weighted Sobolev’s 
space. 
Finally we note that strongly nonlinear elliptic equations on unbounded 
domains are considered, among others, by Brezis and Browder in [23 and 
Webb in [12] under different hypotheses on the strongly nonlinear term. 
Their results are different from ours (Please see Remark II after Theorem II 
further down for a more detailed discussion.) 
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II. MAIN RESULTS 
Suppose that a&.) EL”(O) (i, j= l,..., N) and there exists v > 0 such that 
a,i(x) ti5j3vltI’ for VY E RN, a.a. x ED, 
with the usual convention that if an index is repeated then summation from 
1 to N over that index is implied. Consider the BVP: 
-Dj[a&) D,u] + p(u) =f- DA in Q, (3) 
u=o on dL2, (4) 
where Di = B/ax, (i = l,..., N). We have 
THEOREM I. Suppose that 
(Pl) p(0) =0 and there exists 1~0 such that p’(t)81>0 Vte [w. 
Then for any f E L*(Q) n L;,,(Q) with r > N/2 andfi E L*(O) n LB,(Q) with 
s> N (i= l,..., N) the BVP (3), (4) has a unique solution UE Wk*(Q) n 
LzC(s2) in the sense that for every v E Wl,“(Q) with compact support we have 
J’, (Q,(X) D~uD~v +P(U) v> dx=jQ (fi +J;,Div) dx (5) 
Before proving this theorem we wish to make a remark delineating the 
relationship between our result and previous ones on the BVP (3), (4). 
Remark I. It is proved in [ 1, Theorem 3.11 that if p(e) satisfies (Pl) as 
well as the condition 
fP2) IP( GY(P)lP(t)l VP> tE K 
then the BVP (3), (4) has a solution u E W,!/(Q) for any x fin L2(0) 
(i= l,..., N) in the sense that (5) is valid for every YE C;(Q); thus this 
solution is of a somewhat weaker sense than the solution obtained via 
Theorem I above. Furthermore condition (P2) excludes functions like 
p(t)=e’-1 if t>O,p(t)= -e-‘+ 1 if t<O 
which satisfies (Pl ). 
Proof of Theorem I. For r > 0 let B, be the open ball centered at 0 and 
of radius r in RN and let 9,. = D n B,. Let k, be a fixed integer such that 
RN- Q c Bko. For each integer k > k, let 
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L(x) = 1 if /xl Gk, 
Sk(X) = exp iCix, -+ _ f I 
if k<\xl<k+l, 
i!%(X) = 0 if 1x1 >,k+ 1. 
We note that ik(.) E C;(Q). 
Proof of Uniqueness. Suppose that the BVP (l), (2) has two solutions 
u1 and u2. Let w=z+-ur, w’(x)=max[w(x),O], MJ-(x)=w+(x)--W(x). 
From (5) with v=Skw+ (k>k,) we obtain 
I R {agDiw+Dj(ik w’)+ M%)-P(U,)l c,w+> c&=0. 
Since p’(t) >, A > 0 Qt E R, we have 
CP(U2) - Pb,)l i/cw+ 3 0. 
Therefore we deduce from (6) that 
0~ 
s 
IkavDiw+Djw+ dx< - aij. Diw’. D,<,. w+ dx. (7) sz 
By our construction of ilk, ((/grad [k(.)lll Lm(oj is bounded for k > k, and 
grad ck(x) # 0 only when k < 1x1 <k + 1. Furthermore, since ati E L”(sZ) 
(i, j = l,..., N) and w E W1,*(s2), letting k + co we see that the integral on 
the right-hand side of (7) tends to 0. Thus 
s avDiwiDjwi dx=O D 
and it follows from this that Igrad w+[ = 0. Then (6) gives 
s Mu2) - P(u,)I Lw’ dx= 0 Q 
and we conclude that w + = 0. Similarly w- = 0. 
Proof of Existence. The difficulty in proving existence arises from the 
possibly unlimited growth of p(v). For each integer n > k, consider the BVP 
- Dj[aJx) D~u] + P(U) =f- Difi in 52, (8) 
u=o on asl,. (9) 
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Since f E L’(Q,) with Y > N/2, r > 2, fi E L”(Q,) (i = l,..., N) with s > N> 2, 
by the result of [4] the BVP (8), (9) has a solution U, E W’,*(Jz,) n Loo(Q,) 
in the sense that for every UE Wk*(sZ,): 
We extend u, to the whole of Q by defining u,(x) E 0 for x E Sz - Q2, and, 
for convenience, still denote by U, this function of W,$2(Q). We have 
p(t) t 3 At2 VtER (11) 
because p’(t) 3 R > 0. Therefore it follows from (10) with v = u, that 
II%zIl wy(Q) 6 Kz 1 (12) 
where K~ (i= 1, Z,...) denotes a constant, not necessarily always the same, 
independent of the indices n, k. For every fixed integer k > k, we have 
jQ,+, {a,iDiunDJu + Pt”n) v> = S,,,, (fi +hDiv} &C (13) 
for each v E Wkz(12, + 1) w h enever n > k + 1. Therefore using the method to 
obtain the partially interior Lm-estimate for an elliptic equation (cf. [8, 
Chap. 3, Sect. 131) we see that there is a constant It(k) depending possibly 
on k such that for all IZ > k + 1 
We wish to mention that because p(t) t 2 At* > 0 Vt E R, the term involving 
p(u,) in (13) will drop out and does not cause any difficulty; therefore the 
estimate process of ES] cited above can be repeated verbatim. Since for 
each k > k. the imbedding of W’**(l2,) into L2(0,) is compact, using a 
diagonal process we deduce from (12) that we can extract from (u,},,~~ a 
subsequence, still denoted by the same notation for convenience, such that 
as n+co: 
U, converges weakly to u in W$*(Q), 
u,(x) converges to u(x) for a.a. x E 9. 
Since p(e) is continuous, p(u,(x)) converges to p(u(x)) for a.a. x E Q. Then 
it follows from (14) that for every k > k,,, by the Lebesque convergence 
theorem, p(u,(x)) converges to p(u(x)) weakly in L*(sZ,) as n-+ co. Now 
given any VE Wk2(f2) with compact support. We choose k > k,, k suf- 
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ficiently large so that support of u c ak+ 1. Then letting n -+ co in (13) we 
obtain 
S, (UijDiUDjU + P(U) U}dX = S, {fU +fiDiU> dX Q.E.D. 
We next consider the nonlinear BVP (l), (2) with 
Au = --Diai(x, U, grad U) -t- a,(.~, U, grad ZL) 
and the functions a,( I = 0, l,..., N) satisfy the following conditions: 
(Al) Each al is a function defined on Sz x Rx KY” and of 
Caratheodory’s type: a,(~, q, 5) is measurable in x for fixed (q, t;) E R x RN 
and is continuous in (q, 5) E 5X x RN for a.a. x E 0. Moreover there exist a 
constant cI and a function k,(x) > 0 a.e. on 51, k,(s) E L’(n) such that 
for a.a. x E Sz and V(q, <) E LB x RN. 
(A2) For a.a. x E Q, Vq E R; 5, 5’ E RN 
Caitx, Y> t)-ai(x, rl, t’)1(5i-L51)>” if <#[‘. (161 
(A3) There exists v > 0 such that for a.a. x E Sz, V(y, 5) E R x RN, 
a,(~, ~~4) 52 VlU. (17) 
We prove 
THEOREM II. Suppose that the function p(e) is contimously differentiable 
and satisfies the following conditions 
(P3) p(0) = 0 and p’(t) 3 ;1> co + c34v Vt E R where co and v are the 
constants in (15) and (17), respectively. 
(P4) There exist constants a, /? > 0 such that 
p’(t) G @I p(t)1 f P VtER. 
Suppose further that the operator A satisfies conditions (Al), (A2), and (A3) 
above. Then given any f~ L’(Q) n L;,,(S2) with Y > N/2, A cL2(SZ)n 
L4(Q) n L&,(Q) with s > N (i = l,..., N) the BVP (I), (2) has a solution u E 
@‘k*(Q) n LEG(O) in the sense that p(u) E LZJQ) n L*(G) and for every v E 
W,$2(i2) we have 
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s a (ai(x, q, grad U) D,u + a,(~, r, grad U) z, + P(U) v> dx 
= s D {fV +S,DiV} dx. (18) 
Before proving Theorem II we wish to make a few remarks: 
Remark II. The results of Brezis and Browder in [2] and of Webb in 
[12] do not seem to apply to our equation. In fact, in [2, 121 the strongly 
nonlinear term p is allowed to depend on x but subject to the condition (cf. 
condition 2’), p. 590 in [2] and condition (G2), p. 125 of [127): 
The equation p,(x) = suplt, Gs (p(x, t)l defines an L’(0) function 
for O,<s< Go. 
Our function p does not satisfy this condition. On the other hand, [2, 121 
include operators A of order 2m > 2 and the right-hand side of Eq. (1) may 
be any element of the dual of Wz2(G). But the solution u obtained is of a 
weaker sense: p(u) E L’(O) and (18) is only valid for v E WT2(Q) n L”(O). 
Remark III. The linear operator in Eq. (3) is obviously a special case 
of the operator considered in Theorem II with c0 = 0. Then condition (P3) 
is reduced to condition (Pl). 
Remark IV. As pointed out in Remark I, the function 
p(t)=e’-1 if t$O, p(t)= -e-‘+ 1 if t<O 
does not satisfy condition (P2) of [l]. However it satisfies (P4). Assuming 
that (P3) (and a furtiori (Pl)) is satisfied, then elementary computations 
show that (P4) implies 
(i) if a>0 then 
p(t)<a(e”‘-1) if t>O, p(t)QJ(l-e-“‘) if t<O 
where 6 = /I/CL 
(ii) if CL =0 then /p(t)1 <P/t/ Vt E IR. Since (P3) implies p(t)>dt*, in 
this case using the well-known theory of coercive pseudo-monotone 
operators (cf., e.g., [lo, Chap. 2, Sect. 21) it can be seen that the BVP (l), 
(2) has a solution in W+*(Q) for any f, fi E L’(0) (i = l,..., N). 
Thus, in constrast to condition (P2), condition (P4) with CI > 0 still 
allows some exponential growths. On the other hand, the function 
p(t)=e’*+t-1 if t>O, p(t)= -e”+t+l if t<O, 
while satisfying (Pl), satisfies neither (P2) nor (P4). 
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Remark V. In general, condition (P2) implies condition (P4): hence by 
adopting a weaker version of the condition (P2) on p(.) imposed by 
Theorem 3.1 of Cl], namely (P4), but at the cost of stricter requirement on 
the function fi (i = l,..., N) we obtain, even for nonlinear operators A, a 
solution which satisfies the BVP (1 ), (2) in a stronger sense than the one 
obtained in [l, Theorem 3.11. In fact, assuming that (PI) is satisfied, if in 
W) 
the function y(e) is right-hand differentiable at 1 and y(1) = 1 (which we can 
assume without loss of generality because p(.) is increasing). Then for 
pbl, t>O we have 
So for some 8 E (1,~) we have 
&)I(&) <Y&L) - 1 P(f) 
,--m 
(-I-l t 
Since p’(O) exists, p(t)/t is bounded for t E [0, l]. Thus letting h 1 1 we 
obtain 
P’(t)~D+Y(l)P(t)+~1 vt>o 
for some constant K 1. Similarly, it can be shown that for t 6 0 
Proof of Theorem II. We use the notations introduced in the proof of 
Theorem I. By assumption (P3), 3e* > 0 such that 
.$:=a- c,+ 
( 
6 
4(v -E*) 1 
> 0. 
Then because of the assumptions (Al) and (A3) elementary computations 
yield 
a&, % 5) 5i+ %(X, rl, t) r + h2 
BE(IvI~+ Isi”)-!k;(x) (191 
for a.a. x E Q, V(Q 5) E R x RN, where 2~ = minimum (E, E*). By writing 
Au + p(u) = -D,a,(x, U, grad U) + a,(~, u, grad U) + du + [p(u) - Au] 
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and noting that 
[p(t)-AtI t>o VtER, 
we conclude from (19) and the result proved in [4] that for each integer 
IZ > k, there exists u, E W,$*(Q,) A L”(Q,) such that 
s a *, ii( x, u,, grad u,) DiV + a,(~, u,, grad u,) JJ + p(u,) v> dx 
= s 
8, {fv+f,D,v} dx (20) 
for all ZI E W+‘(Q,). Taking v = u, in (20) we then obtain by using (19): 
ll%llI W’J(c2,) G 7c2 (21) 
for some constant rcz independent of n. 
We now obtain an L* estimate for the p(u,). Since p(0) = 0, p(.) is con- 
tinuously differentiable and U, is in Lco(.Q;z,)n Wk2(Q2,), we know ([7, 
Lemma 7.5, p. 1441) that p(u,) is in W$2(.Q,) and 
DiP(Un) = P’(u,) Diu, 
Thus, with v = p(u,), (20) yields 
(i = l,..., iv). 
s ’ u a n” (P ( .) i( x, u,, grad u,) DA + a&, u,, grad u,) P(G) + P(u,)“) dx 
= s {f~(~,) + ~‘(4 fiDi~ > dx. (22) sz, 
By Holder’s inequality, 
+; s,, P’(G) F’(x) dx 
n 
where F2(x) = f:(x) + . . . +f$(x). Therefore using (17) we obtain 
from (22) 
ID, a&, u,, grad 4 ~(4 dx+jn, ~(4~ dx 
G janf~k) dx +; 5, P’(KJ F’(x) dx. 
n 
(23) 
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By assumption (P4) we have 
By assumption (Al) we also have 
ao(xT u,, grad 4 ~(4 dx 
6 co .F (koW + lu,l + Igrad Qn 
Since k,(.) E L*(Q), using (21) we deduce from the last inequality that 
a,(~, u,, grad u,) Au,) dx d &, 1 Au,)’ dx + ~~ 
an 
for some constant rcj independent of ~1. Finally we also have 
419 
(25) 
Sincef2, F2, F4 E L’(Q) by hypothesis, we deduce from (23), (24), (25) and 
(26) that 
II P(%)ll LQ2,) G K4 (27) 
for some constant zccq independent of n. We next extend u, to the whole of 
Q by defining u,(x) = 0 for x 4 Q, and, for convenience, still denote by U, 
this function of Wt*(Q). 
We are now ready to pass to the limit. As in the proof of Theorem I, it 
follows from (21) that we can extract from (u,> a subsequence, which we 
still denote by (u,} for convenience, such that 
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{u,} converges trongly to u in L2(Q2,) for each integer k > k,, 
{un} converges weakly to u in W1b2(Q), 
{un} converges almost everywhere to u on Q, 
(p(u,)} converges almost everywhere to p(u) on Q. 
Then, since {p(u,)} is bounded in L2(s2) by (27), we deduce that {p(u,)> 
converges weakly to p(u) in L’(Q). In fact, let w(.) E L2(fi) and, given any 
E’ > 0, let k > k,, k chosen sufficiently large so that with the constant ICY in 
(27) we have 
Furthermore, since {p(u,)} converges weakly to p(u) in L2(0,) (cf. e.g., 
[lo, Lemma 1.3, p. 121) we can choose an integer L suffiently large so that 
{P(uJ-PP(~) wdx <$ Vn>L. 
The last two inequalities then yield 
Next we recall that for each integer k > kO we have constructed in the proof 
of Theorem I a function <,J*) E CA(Q) with 
ck(x)=l ifxEQk, [k(x)=Oifx$SZk+l, O<[k(~)<l VxEQ, 
Igrad Ck(x)l 6 rci Vx E Q for some constant ~ci ndependent of k. 
We shall next show that 
limsup((A+A)u,,u,-z4)<0, n 
where (., ‘) stands for the pairing between W,$z(Q) and its dual. Let a’ > 0 
be arbitrarily given. Since (1 - ck) u converges trongly in Wk’(l2) to 0 as 
k + co and the sequences {al(x, u,, grad u,)}, I= 0, l,..., iV, are bounded in 
L2(s2) because the sequence (zc,) is bounded in Wi2(Q) by f21), for all suf- 
ficiently large k we have 
l((A+~)%T (1 -i/J u>l -cc’. (28) 
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Similarly, for all sufficiently large k we have 
I(f,(l-i,)~,)l== S,fWk)W <E’ Vn>kO. (29) 
Furthermore 
(-D&y (l-i/c)u,>=[ (fi(l-r,)Diu,-fi.Diik.U,)dx. 62 
Since /grad ik(*)( is bounded on 52 by a number independent of k and is 
nonzero only for k d 1x1 <k + 1 and becausefi E L2(52), i = I,..., N and (Us) 
is bounded in Wi2(G) we deduce from the last equation that for all suf- 
ficiently large k we have 
l(-Difi, (1 -%d %z>l <E’ ‘dn> k,. (30) 
We now fix a k, k > k, such that (28), (29), and (30) are simultaneously 
satisfied. Taking v = (1 - ik) U, in (20) we obtain 
((A + a) un, (1 -i,J u,> + j Mun) - hJ(~ -iA un dx 
= (.I--Difi, (1 -Cd .n;. (31) 
Since [p(t)-&] t 20 VtE R, we deduce from (29), (30), and (31) that 
((A+a)u,,(1-5k)U*)<2&’ Vn>,k,. 
This inequality and (28) yield 
<(A+a)%, (1-5/J(U,-U))<3&‘. 
Furthermore, we obtain from (20) with ZI = ik(u, - u), 
(32) 
((A + A) u,, MU, - u) > + jQ CP(U,) - &,I MK, - u) dx 
= (.f-Difi, 5k(~n-~)) 
if n > k + 1. Since the sequence {p(u,) - &} is bounded in L*(Q) by (21) 
and (27) and because {iku,}, converges strongly to cku in L*(sZ) and 
weakly to cku in Wt2(G?) we deduce that there exists an integer L such that 
I(A+a)u,,ik(U,-u))<&’ if n> L. (331 
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From (32) and (33) we conclude that 
((A+~)U,,Z&,-U)<4E’ if n> L. 
Since E’ > 0 is arbitrary we therefore have 
limsup((A+/2)u,,u,-u)~0. 
n 
(34) 
On the other hand, the assumptions (Al), (A2) together with the 
inequality (19) imply that the operator A + 2 from PVk2(Q) into its dual is 
pseudo-monotone ([3], see also [9]), we therefore conclude from (34) that 
(Au,} converges weakly to Au in the dual W-‘s2(52) of JV$‘(G?). Now let 
w E wt2(52) be arbitrarily given. Replace v by Sk w in (20) with k < n - 1 
and then letting II -+ co we obtain 
Finally letting k --f co, we conclude that 
(AU, W) +/ P(U) wdx=JD (fw+LDiw) dx. 
Q 
It remains to show that u~Lg~(52). For this purpose let us return once 
more to the sequence {u, > n, k0 defined by (20). It is not difficult to see that 
the method of obtaining a partially interior La-estimate for the solution of 
an elliptic equation as described in [S, Chap. 3, Sect. 131 can be repeated 
verbatim for (20). Therefore for every k, k > k, there is a constant It(k) 
depending possibly on k but independent of n such that for all n 2 k + 1 
Since the solution u that we obtained is the pointwise limit a.e. of (u,},,~, 
we deduce that u E LITC(Q). Q.E.D. 
We also have the following variation of Theorem II: 
THEOREM III. Suppose that the function p(.) and the operator A are like 
in Theorem II. Then given any f E L2(Q) n L[Jf2) with r > Q, fi E L2(Q) n 
L”(Q) (i= l,..., N), the BVP (l), (2) has a solution u E W$2(Q) n LEJQ) in 
the sense of Theorem II. 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to that of Theorem II with the following 
modification in the computation leading to the L2 estimate (27) for the 
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p(u,): From (22) taking into account the ellipticity (17) of A as well as the 
fact that p’(t) > 0 Vt E R, we obtain 
(35) 
By assumption (P4) we have 
Glc, I M~JI Igrad 4 dx + ~2 Q” 
for any E > 0 given, where KJE) is a constant depending on E. The other 
integrals in (35) are estimated as in the proof of Theorem II. Q.E.D. 
Theorems II and III do not apply, for example, to the function 
p(t)=e’*+t-1 if tZO,p(t)= -e”+t+l if t<O 
which does not satisfy condition (P4). For such functions we prove 
THEOREM IV. Suppose that the function p(.) is continuously differentiable 
and satisfies both condition (P3) of Theorem II and the following condition: 
(P.5) There exist constants yl, y2 > 0 such that 
P’(t)dYIP(t)2+Y2 vt E R. 
Suppose also that the operator A satisfies conditions (Al), (A2), and (A3). 
Then given any f E L2(Q) n I&,(Q) with r > N/2 and f; E L2(Q) n I?(Q) 
(i= l,..., N) such that 
where v is the ellipticity constant of A in (17), the BVP (1) (2) has a 
solution u E W$2(G?) n&(Q). 
Proof. Again, the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem II with a 
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slight modification in the computation leading to the L2-estimate (27) for 
the p(u,): In (22) we estimate the last integral as follows 
+$ j ( -f f’) p’(u,) dx. 
Q” i=l 
Q.E.D. 
To deal with the case when we only have p’(t) 20 Vt E R! we have to 
introduce some weighted Sobolev’s spaces. We suppose for the rest of the 
paper that 0 4 a. For a number z E IR we denote by L’(sZ, 1x1’) the Banach 
space of (equivalence classes of) functions u such that 
equipped with the norm l/.//L~(a,,x,cj. By r1,2(52, lx/‘, 1) we denote the 
Banach space of distributions u on B such that 
u E L2(-Q, l-47, D,u E L’(Q) (i = l,..., N) 
and equipped with the norm 
f”s2(52, (xIT, 1) denotes the closure of C?(G) in r’,‘(52, jxJr, 1). We have 
the following counterpart of Theorem I. 
THEOREM V. Suppose that 
(P6) p(O)=0 andp’(t)>O VtEiR. Then for either z=2#N or z>2, 
given f~ L2(Q, lx(‘) n L&,(Q) with r > N/2 and fi E L,‘(Q) n L&,(Q) with 
s>N (i= l,..., N), the BVP (3), (4) has a unique solution UE 
1”,‘(Q, 1x1 -t, 1) nL$JQ) in the sense that for every v~p~,~(Q, IxJ-+, 1) 
with compact support we have (5). 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to that of Theorem I, except that to arrive 
at the counterpart of (12) we now have to make use of the following 
LEMMA (cf. [l, Theorem 1.3; 13, Theorem 1.11). If either ~=2 and 
N # 2 or z > 2, and 0 $0 then there exists a constant K such that 
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Remark VI. Remark I with obvious modifications applies to 
Theorem V as well. 
Concluding Remark. Strongly nonlinear elliptic boundary value 
problems for unbounded domains are also extensively discussed in [ 1 l] 
where the differential operator may be of higher order 2m3 2 and the 
strongly nonlinear term(s) may be more general in that they may depend 
on derivatives of order <m. Thus Theorem 5 in [6] can be deduced from 
Satz 5 in Ill] although the proof are different. However, in Cl l] the right- 
hand side is a function on G instead of an element of the dual of Wt2(s2) as 
we allow in this paper. Furthermore in [ 111 a solution is obtained in the 
sense that (5), e.g., is valid for all u E Cr(Q) instead of u E W’,“(G) with 
compact support as we prove. We have used this latter fact in an essential 
way to prove the uniqueness of the solution in Theorem I. Of course to 
obtain that fact we have had to put some additional but rather mild restric- 
tions on the f and fis. We note that under appropriate extra assumptions 
on the nonlinear differential operator, the solution in Theorem II can also 
be proved to be unique by the same technique as in Theorem f. 
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